
Merchandising and Product Development Coordinator

As a female-founded company, Birdies is on a mission to empower, support and lift up all women through
the products we make and the women we serve. Birdies believes in being bold on the inside and outside,
taking risks and doing what’s right for its customers and employees every step of the way. Birdies’ culture
is one of inclusivity, teamwork, and mutual respect, where diverse backgrounds and voices are always
valued and where lifting each other up is core, so that the team can learn, grow, and win together.

Birdies is backed by notable venture firms including Norwest Ventures, Forerunner Ventures and Slow
Ventures. Featured in Elle, InStyle and the New York Times and known as one of Meghan Markle’s
favorite shoes, Birdies is growing rapidly and looking for great people to join our team.

Job Overview
We are looking for someone motivated, analytical and highly adaptable who can support all aspects of our
merchandising and product development process. This is a fantastic opportunity for someone who wants
to make an impact at an exciting, fast growing, direct to consumer brand.  You will work cross functionally
with inventory management, production, marketing and creative teams to drive the business to meet our
growth targets.

Responsibilities
• Support the product development life cycle with external partners to by managing the sample and
component approval process, vendor communication, line plans, and seasonal development boards
• Collaborate with production to ensure on time delivery by managing fitting and approval calendars and
process
• Manage ad samples with our vendor base and coordinate timing and delivery with the Creative team
• Own component, fitting, and sample library organization and records
• Support wholesale partner relationships by communicating product information and availability,
managing the PO process and verifying product accuracy across channels
• Manage UPC catalog and OpenText mapping
• Own and communicate assortment updates with cross-functional partners, keeping internal tools up to
date including product brief information, linesheets, and launch calendars
• Special projects as assigned

Requirements
• Bachelor’s degree or equivalent experience
• Prior work experience in retail or wholesale preferred
• Extremely detail-oriented and organized with strong time management skills.
• High proficiency in excel and google sheets. Open to learning and becoming an expert on new platforms
• Motivated self-starter with a positive attitude who can take the initiative to resolve problems



• Entrepreneurial, self-directed and resourceful – someone who will thrive in a constantly changing,
fast-paced environment. A flexible multi-tasker who is willing to wear multiple hats and pitch in whenever
and wherever is needed to get the job done. Adaptive to changing priorities
• Excellent communicator with the ability to quickly grasp new concepts while asking appropriate
questions when information or instruction is not entirely clear

Benefits

• Competitive compensation
• Comprehensive health benefits
• Paid parental leave
• 401k plan
• Birdies discounts and annual product allowance
• Professional development programs
• Company sponsored volunteering opportunities

Birdies is an equal opportunity employer and values diversity. We do not discriminate on the basis of race,
religion, color, national origin, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, age, genetics,
marital status, veteran status, or disability status.


